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Introduction

Housekeeping - Informal

Pause for questions

Agenda: talk about some stuff, questions, do some stuff, questions, show some stuff, questions



Agenda
• Intro to Spectrum Analysis


• Wi-Fi and Spectrum Analysis


• Ekahau Sidekick


• Live Demo


• Interesting Examples


• Other Tools



It’s all real.

Keep a secret. Stays in here. It’s real. All of it. Wizards, magic, fantastic creatures. All of it.

Know some of you are going “I knew it” Well, you’re right.

First learned about magic by observing the effects of it. Today I’m going to show you how you can see it too.



There’s magic at PSUMacAdmins!



#wifi#wizardry

MacAdmins Slack - #wireless = #wizardry - learned so much just lurking, sharing, and asking questions.
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Some of the amazing wi-fi wizards who have helped me along the way.



Wi-Fi works on first two layers of OSI Model

	 	 2 least intelligent layers - 

	 	 	 Physical Layer - medium

	 	 	 	 Wi-Fi medium is air (and a whole lot of other things)

	 	 	 	 Unlicensed space

	 	 	 	 	 weather radar, microwaves, drones, IoT share it

	 	 	 Datalink Layer

	 	 	 	 Mac addresses, logical link control, 

	 	 	 	 packets, retransmissions, packet analysis is only half the problem 

	 	 	 	 

	 	



Frequency

Frequency


Frequency specifies how quickly the wave oscillates. 

This is identical to how a sound wave changes pitch. 

In the context of wireless communication, the frequency is how long it takes the wave to oscillate, or go through an entire wave cycle in relation to one second. So, in 2.4 
gigahertz (GHz), this means that the wave oscillates from the valley to the peak roughly 2,400 times a sec- ond. In 5 GHz, that is roughly 5,000 times a second.




Full-DuplexHalf-Duplex

Ethernet cables can support full-duplex transmissions, which means they can send traffic bidirectionally on the same cable, at the same time. Wi-Fi, on the other hand is 
half-duplex, which means traffic can be transmitted in only one direction at a time. It’s like a human conversation. If you and a friend say something at the same time, you 
cancel each other out.


Half-duplex limitations apply for an entire Wi-Fi channel: Only one device can talk on a channel at a time. Therefore, all devices on a channel within range must take turns 
in a process called carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) in which Wi-Fi devices compete for the opportunity to transmit on the channel.




Data Rates

When Wi-Fi devices transmit, they have many data rates to choose from. For example, an 802.11g device can transmit at 1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, or 54 
megabits per second (Mbps). The advantage of slower data rates is that they are robust at lesser signal strengths; faster rates are more difficult to understand, and 
require better signal strength. If a device doesn’t understand a received transmission, the sending device will retransmit the same data but usually at a slower data rate.


Devices constantly adjust their data rates to help the receiving device on the other end understand them. When devices are far away from each other, or if there is a lot of 
background noise, they’ll fall back to slower and slower data rates.




SNR

Signal Strength and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)


To communicate, wireless devices need to be able to hear each other. The better they can hear each other, the faster data rates they’ll be able to use, which means that 
signal strength is very important. However, signal strength alone isn’t a measurement of transmission quality. You must also look at signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).


Even in a quiet room, you can still hear background noises, from traffic rumbling on the nearby street to birds chirping in the trees to your AC unit turning on and off. 
Similarly, in radio frequency (RF) data transmission, behind the data itself is a noise floor, which is the extraneous noise in the radio spectrum. The SNR is a measurement 
of how much signal there is compared to how much background noise. A higher SNR results in greater transmission efficiency.




Collision Avoidance 

Wi-Fi listens to tell if anyone is broadcasting. There may be noise there, but if it doesn’t receive any data, it assumes that the medium is free to use and transmits. It 
collides with the noise and the intended receiver never receives the frame. So it tries again.




Sources of  non-802.11  
rf  Interference



Sources of  non-802.11  
rf  Interference

2 options

	 	 remove the noise

	 	 plan around the noise

Transition to hotel hallway video.



Ekahau Sidekick

Stop and show the physical device. Talk about how it’s features.



Quest for knowledge driven by teachers and AirPlay

Sometime just going into the environment and listening carefully to the teacher’s concerns will solve a lot of issues.



Let’s have some 
fun!

Talk to my BowTruckle



Ekahau ESS Spectrum 
Analysis Tour

Stop and tour the software. Show the features and the basics.



Wi-Fi Test #1

• Connect to Conference Wi-Fi


• Go to the following URL: https://speedtest.net


• Run a speed test. 



2.4GHz and 5GHz live 
tests



Bluetooth

https://goo.gl/x1mLqh



Other Helpful Tools



https://goo.gl/Mgmxue

Wi-Fi Explorer macOS App

Pull up the app and do a demo



https://support.apple.com/en-us/ht202663

Wi-Fi Diagnostics on macOS
Hold down the Option key 
and choose “Open Wireless 
Diagnostics” from the Wi-Fi 
status menu.

Talk about wi-fi diagnostics show how to do it.



https://lemonjar.com

iOS Console from LemonJar

Talk about lemonjar iOS console



iOS Configuration Profiles from Apple Support

AppleCare Support and 
Professional Services has 
access to a variety of 
configuration profiles that 
enable logging and 
diagnostic functions on iOS. 

If you have a developer account, 
you can also access the config 
profiles and instructions at: 
https://developer.apple.com/
bug-reporting/profiles-and-logs/

Config profiles - use configurator or MDM to add to iOS or tvOS devices for additional logging and debugging



https://goo.gl/8xhUiT

tvOS Wi-Fi Logs

Logging (4th generation Apple TV & Mac)  
Reproduce the issue and generate a sysdiagnose by 
pressing and holding PLAYPAUSE and VOL- for 6 
seconds until you see a dialog confirmation on the TV 
screen.  

Follow the instructions on the TV screen to AirDrop 
the sysdiagnose log file from the Apple TV to your 
Mac.  

On the Mac, attach the sysdiagnose log file to your 
bug report.  

Gathering sysdiagnose for support ticket. Easy if you just do it ahead of time. More is better.



https://goo.gl/Q9fo7Q

AirPort Utility App

How to enable wi-fi 
scanning and import 

into the Wi-Fi Explorer 
app on your Mac 

https://goo.gl/UGi3sh

Gathering sysdiagnose for support ticket. Easy if you just do it ahead of time. More is better.

https://goo.gl/UGi3sh
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